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The wave represents aspirations-
the aspirations of a nation
which is quickly becoming a

technological and economic giant on
the global platform. The wave repre-
sents freedom- the freedom that Goa
being a global tourist hub offers to the
numerous tourists. The wave repre-
sents the ecstasy- the ecstasy which
no individual visiting Goa can miss.

The iconic stature, the bold and
sleek form, the transparent façade,
the vibrant interiors, the modern
structure, the use of latest mechanical
and electrical services, the cost effec-
tiveness etc. are only a few key fea-
tures of this Goa Airport Terminal

building which separates it from any
other contemporary airport terminal
building.  

The building form developed is
very simple and bold. It is free-flowing
and is curvilinear in one direction.
The building envelope consists of long
curved glass façade which gives the
building a transparent and modern
look with a solid roof with sleek sky-
lights which is free-flowing in form
resembling a wave and hence the
proximity to the sea. The basic struc-
ture of building envelope is made up
of steel portal frames which display
bold appearance and simple structur-
al design. It also makes the interior

Goa Airport Terminal 
“The Wave”
At any point of time the Airport Terminals have always been known for their modern design, magnifi-
cent form, bold architectural interpretation, flawless structure etc. But “e Wave” will redefine all these
parameters of evaluating the quality of Airport Terminal Architecture.
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Goa a ‘Tourist paradise’ is undoubtedly is 
a land of Sun, Sand and Sea. The place is
renowned for its impressive scenic beauty,

golden beaches. The state of Goa is located
on the western coast of Indian Peninsula lies

between the latitudes 15º 48'00" north 
to 14º 53'54" north and longitudes 
74º 20'13" east to 73º 40'33" east.

spaces column free and spacious, as it
can cover large spans.     

Apart from having an iconic
form, this building also has to function
as a terminal which makes the pas-
sengers comfortable and their basic
function of boarding and un-boarding
the flights fast, convenient and com-
fortable. Hence, the new terminal is
designed with a vast area of
62000sqm, which is distributed into
four and a half levels - Basement,
Ground Floor, First Floor, Second
Floor and Mezzanine.

The Basement floor caters to the
need of service area comprising of in-
line baggage system, storage, baggage
break-up and baggage make-up areas.
Ground floor furnishes integrated
arrival hall with 68 check-in counters
on one side and separate domestic
and international departure hall on
the other side which can be integrated
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when required.
First floor has security check for

international and domestic passen-
gers; other side caters to the immigra-
tion counters for arriving internation-
al passengers and concessionaries.
This floor also has the Transit Lounge
for Transit passengers.

The second floor has security
hold rooms and Airport Lounges for
international and domestic passen-
gers. Lastly, the mezzanine above has
the building service equipments like
AHU units, cooling towers etc.

This new integrated terminal
building will cater to both domestic
and international passengers with a

peak hour capacity of 2040 domestic
and 800 international passengers
combined together into 2840 passen-
gers against 700 of the existing termi-
nal.

The airport site is surrounded by
the sea on one side and the main high-
way on the other. Hence, the scope of
expansion is also limited. As the site
has its own limitations, a high floor
area was desired. This terminal is
designed to accommodate maximum
built-up area for limited ground cover-
age by introducing more floor slabs in
the same volume. Hence, this building
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is more efficient in terms of the eco-
nomics achieved as compared to any
other contemporary airports. A multi-
level Car Parking is designed in six
levels consisting of two basements to
accommodate around 600 cars. 

This building's roof is designed
with large overhang which covers the
kerb. However, to achieve natural
light, sun breaking louvers have been
conceived on the kerb road ahead on
the city side, thus providing shade and
comfort to the passengers. The build-
ing has long glass facade which gives
the building a transparent and mod-
ern look. A specially made Double
Glass unit with protective film is spec-
ified for this terminal which provides
much-needed thermal and sound
insulation. The use of steel in the main
structure also enhances the modern
image of the building.

The building interior scheme is
subtle as well as vibrant. Different

types of specially designed glasses are
used which gives vibrancy and holiday
flavorur to the building interiors. Many
back-lit double height feature walls
strategically placed near the escalators
and staircase create the visual interest
and guide the passengers to move in
certain path. As in this terminal the
flow of passengers is designed vertical-
ly, these types of feature walls are
essential for providing the visual cues
for the passenger movement. The use
of textured granite stone on the floor-
ing reminds the passenger of the visu-
al texture of the sea beaches. The
Compact Laminated panels, a recycla-
ble green material, are used as wall
cladding which provides the visual
softness to the interiors.   

This terminal building shall be
one of its types. It will provide a visu-
al delight to the passengers and will
create a strong first and last impres-
sion in the minds of the passengers

flying in or out of the country. This
building is sleek, modern, transparent
and bold and portrays the image of a
nation which is quickly becoming an
economic and technological giant. In
its vibrant interiors, it will set the hol-
iday and party moods right inside the
terminal which is most apt for a place
like Goa. 

The construction of the terminal
has started now and when next time
you  visit Goa, this iconic building will
welcome you and will set your mood
for the various possibilities offered by
this State for your entertainment and
self discovery.

Project Particulars
Commencement Date: December. 2007

Completion Date:  June. 2010
Approx. Cost: Rs. 125 Crores

Architect: S. Ghosh & Associates
Structural Engineer: Descon United Pvt. Ltd.

INTRO UNLIKE OTHER
BUILDINGS THAT BEAR THE
INFLUENCES OF THE PLACE
WHERE THEY TAKE ROOT,
THE AIRPORT TERMINAL
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